[The effect of pcDNA3.1-vEGF165 recombined vector on wound healing and the expression of collagen type I, III mRNA in wounded tissue].
To examine the effect of pcDNA3.1-VEGF165 vector to the angiogoiesis, expression of collagen type I and type III mRNA in soft tissue injury model. Thirty two Sprague-Daulay rats,weighted (180 +/- 20) g, were made tissue injury in the bilateral of vertebral region. Round wound (diameter 12 mm) was made by perforex on the back, removed the skin and 2 mm muscle, one side was experimental group by random and the other as control. The wound was done with sodium chloride (0.2 ml) in the control group, with the recombinant VEGF165 vector (0.2 ml, 200 mg) in the experimental group. The wound healing and other general state of health was observed after the operation. The specimens were obtained at 3,5, 7,14 and 30 days after injury. Draw the materials from the rats at the same time, all samples were divided into two parts. one ( > 0.1 g) was conserved in refrigerator at - 80 degrees C, which was extracted total RNA by TRIZOL, design the primer of rat's collagen type I and type III, RT-PCR analysis indicated that collagen type I, III. The other was fixed by 10% formalin. Examine wound healing of local tissue and count it' s MVD by HE staining. All the rabbits were well alive, no death or infection. Wound healing time was shorter than the control one (14.2, 17.4 d). Inflammatory cell infiltrate, cellula intersitialis, fibroblast, collagen and the density of angiogenesis were more in the experimental group than in the control one. The MVD was significant difference between the two groups at 1, 2 weeks are 63.38 +/- 9.20, 52.72 +/- 7.06 and 76.64 +/- 12.27, 66.84 +/- 9.82 (P < 0.05). The expression of collagen type I , III mRNA was found in the third day, the peak was in the second week and then degression. The collagen type I , III mRNA and beta-actin specificitic belt were found and its initial template volume different, the results was trend of RT-PCR obtained. The local application of pcDNA3.1-VEGF165 can enhance the expression of collagen type I, III mRNA, enhance angiogenesis and extra cellular matrix, both of which can shorten healing time of tissue injury.